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A ) Custom Fitted Stainless Steel Round Plate Covers

For Plates With Diameters Between*  Pricing Category Weight

41⁄2" to 63⁄4"** (11.4 to 17.1 cm) CVR01 31⁄2 Lbs/Dz
613⁄16" to 73⁄4" (17.3 to 19.7 cm) CVR02 41⁄2 Lbs/Dz
713⁄16" to 83⁄4" (19.8 to 22.5 cm) CVR03 6 Lbs/Dz
813⁄16" to 10" (22.7 to 25.4 cm) CVR04 8 Lbs/Dz
101⁄16" to 107⁄8" (25.6 to 27.6 cm) CVR05 12 Lbs/Dz
1015⁄16" to 113⁄4" (27.8 to 29.8 cm) CVR06 14 Lbs/Dz
1113⁄16" to 123⁄4" (30 to 32.4 cm)  CVR07 17 Lbs/Dz
1213⁄16" to 135⁄8" (32.5 to 34.6 cm) CVR08 181⁄2 Lbs/Dz
*Some plates with wide bases may not fit into the category their outside diameter indicates. In these 
cases covers in a larger category may be required to insure stacking.
** A finger hole is not available for plates between 41⁄2" and 5".
• Sample plates required with all new orders for custom sizing
•  If we have your customer’s plate to measure, in most cases we guarantee our covers will stack 

with your customer’s china
• Minimum order 24 pieces

Custom Round Plate Covers

Custom Plate Covers

The Perfect Fit, Time After Time
American Metalcraft is the only manufacturer to 
offer custom round, oval or square covers to fit 
plates, platters, and bowls. Foodservice operators 
need only send a china sample to American 
Metalcraft. Plate covers are then custom-fit over the 
rim of the plate.
Manufactured from durable stainless steel, 
American Metalcraft plate covers are heat retaining, 
odor resistant, and won’t chip, crack, flake, burn 
or melt. Knobs, cross-bars, and finger holes are 
available in most styles. The standard finish is 
polished on the sides and satin on the top. All satin 
or all mirror finish is also available.
1.  Plate covers are custom fitted over the rim 

of the plate with allowance for some normal 
size variation in commercial china. Covers are 
approximately 2" (5.1 cm) high over the rim of 
the plate. Extra high and lower height covers are 
also available (see p. 159).

2.  Sample plates are required with all new orders 
for custom sizing. In most cases we guarantee 
our covers will stack with your customer’s china.

3.  To ensure secure stacking, a “crown” is formed in 
the top of the cover that matches the foot of the 
plate. This stacking feature offers safe multiple 
meal carrying and cuts down on serving time.

Ordering Tips
1.  Since commercial china will vary in size, it is best 

to have the china company provide a sample for 
plate cover sizing. This assures us of furnishing 
a cover that fits over the rim of the plate properly 
and also enables us to custom design a “crown” 
on the top of the cover for solid stacking. 

2.  Send the sample plate(s) to American Metalcraft 
with your purchase order for pricing confirmation 
and for custom fit covers. Only prices quoted 
after receipt of sample plate(s) are guaranteed.

3.  Some plates and oval platters with wide bases 
and oblong platters may not fall into the category 
indicated by their top outside dimensions. 

4.  Custom fit covers are manufactured 
approximately 1⁄8" larger than the sample plate 
provided. This will allow for some normal 
variation in the size of the china.

5.  Most plate cover reorders should reference a 
previous order or an American Metalcraft invoice 
number.

6.  Custom made covers are non-returnable.
Note:  If you have china from more than one 
manufacturer, or from different lots, make sure you 
measure 5 from each and submit the largest and 
smallest of each.

A

Sample plate 
required with 
every new order.

Standard This is a bright finish on the sides and a satin finish 
Duotone Finish: on the top.

Satin Finish:   Available on all round covers. Satin covers make for a 
unique look in subdued lighting situations.

Bright Mirror  Available on all round covers. Mirror finish covers add  
Finish: a beautiful elegance to any dining situation.

Letter Stamps:  We can stamp 1⁄2" letters on the top of our covers.  
These letters can be used to designate different entrees 

Steam Hole: The steamhole is 1⁄8"

HOT
SELLER

Special Finishes and Markings for Round Covers



Extra High Lower Height

Knobbed Crossbar
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Exclusive 2-Step 
design doubles your plate  
cover options!

B )  Extra High Round Banquet Covers
Approximately 21⁄2" (6.35 cm) & 3" (7.62 cm) high over rim of plate. 
Stainless Steel. Can be custom designed for solid stacking. Not 
available in all diameters. Special order only. Sample plate required. 
Minimum order 24 pieces.
Description 

21⁄2" H for Plates up to 10" Dia.  
(Shipping Weight approximately 20% more than CVR covers.)
21⁄2" or 3" H for Plates over 10" Dia. 
(Shipping Weight approximately 20% more than CVR covers.)

C )  Lower Height Round Banquet Covers
11⁄2" (3.81 cm) high over rim of plate. Stainless Steel. Can be custom 
designed for solid stacking. Lower Height Covers available for most 
sizes over 9" (22.8 cm) dia. Special order only. Sample plate 
required.  Minimum order 24 pieces. Other heights available.  
Call for quotation.

Description

Lower Height Covers  
(Shipping Weight Approx. 20% less than CVR covers.)

D )  Flat Top Knobbed Covers
Stainless steel, custom sized to fit over any plate or platter. Cannot 
be made to stack. Available in all sizes. Special order only. Sample 
plate required. Minimum order 24 pieces. 

Description

Flat Top Knobbed Stainless Covers 
(Weight same as CVR covers.) 

E )  Crossbar Lift Round Covers
Constructed of stainless steel. Ideal where no finger hole is desired, 
cross-bar covers can be easily lifted. Steam holes are available if 
desired. Cross bar covers fit perfectly over plate rim but normally do 
not stack. For an extra tool and crowning charge, we may be able to 
make a stacking crossbar cover. Sample china is required to determine 
feasibility before quoting. Available in most sizes from CVR04  through 
CVR08. Special order only. Sample plate required.  Minimum order 
24 pieces. 

Description

Cross Bar Stainless Covers
(Weight same as CVR covers.)
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Old and Used Covers – Reworked Recrowned 

Covers
If covers fit over the rim of new china it may be possible to recrown 
them to stack with the new china. This is possible in most situations 
but not all. Please send a sample of the new china and 3 old covers to 
determine feasibility. Quoted on a case by case basis.

Double Crowns – Stacks with Two Different 

Plates
May be available at additional cost. Please call our plate cover  
department at 800-333-9133 to determine availability.

Custom Double Step Plate Covers
The ingenious design of these Double Step Covers offers versatility like 
never before. Two different rims fit two completely different plate sizes 
so you get double use from one cover!  Call for details - 800-333-9133.


